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Why I Teach
My goal as a computer science educator is to craft a welcoming and productive environment for
my students to explore the field. I want everyone to feel like they can study and learn
computer science if they are interested, no matter their background or previous
experience. I firmly believe that all students can excel in the classroom (and beyond) with
an effective teaching style, proper encouragement, and enough self-motivation.
How I Teach
As an educator, I strive to:
– Simplify: Computer science is presented as a difficult field. Before some students even
enroll in their first course, they hold preconceived ideas of how daunting the material
will be. I start destroying these concerns on the first day of class. I focus less on flashy
“buzz words” and instead break down material into small chunks of information that
are then pieced together like a fun logic puzzle.
– Provide transparency: By sharing my reasons for a lesson (both the content itself and
how it is presented), students feel more involved with their learning process. I usually
find that this “humanizes” their experience and helps students stay more engaged.
– Encourage autonomy: This is extremely important to teach in introductory courses
so that students are better prepared for advanced coursework and employment. For
instance, when a student asks a coding question that can easily be found in language
specifications, I show them how they can find the answer online. By doing so, I help
them learn how to help themselves.
– Be approachable: Students need to feel comfortable approaching me with questions,
ideas, or even just to discuss general topics. This fosters a better learning environment by
encouraging questions and strengthening the relationships with my students. Mentoring
is one of my favorite aspects of teaching, so this is very important to me.
– Foster an inclusive learning environment: Students often feel intimidated by their peers
or coursework. I frequently remind them that it is normal to feel this way, especially in
a discipline like computer science where impostor syndrome runs deep, and that I myself
even feel this way sometimes. I encourage them to not give up and remind them that
what matters is what they get out of the class, not how others appear to be progressing.
As a woman in computer science, I have experienced first-hand how strong of an impact
microaggressions and other nonsensical remarks can have on one’s learning process. As
such, I have a zero-tolerance policy for any form of discrimination in my classroom and
encourage open and respectful discussions on the topic when appropriate.
In short, my hope is that my students feel comfortable and confident so that they can learn as
much as possible. I want every student to be proud of their learning experience and excited to
learn more about computer science.

